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MOVING BODY DETECTION METHOD AND 
APPARATUS AND MOVING BODY 

COUNTING APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to a method and apparatus 
for detecting a moving body, and more particularly, to a 
method and apparatus for detecting persons passing through 
passages or entrances and exits of buildings by processing 
image signals obtained from a video camera. 

2. Prior Art 

FIG. 17 illustrates a moving body counting apparatus 
equipped With a conventional moving body detection appa 
ratus that uses a video camera. 

The video camera 11 is installed in a ceiling, etc., over a 
passage or entrance/exit of a building so that the camera 
looks doWn on a monitoring region through Which moving 
bodies such as persons 20 passing through the passage or 
entrance/exit pass. 

Images picked up by the video camera 11 are digitiZed by 
an A/D converter 12, and these digitiZed images are succes 
sively updated in a current image memory 13 at short time 
intervals, so that the most recent image is stored in the 
current image memory 13. 

In addition, the output of the current image memory 13 is 
stored in an immediately-prior image memory 14, and this 
immediately-prior image memory 14 sends an image Which 
is one frame prior to the image arriving from the current 
image memory 13 to a movement judging part 15. 

The movement judging part 15 judges the presence or 
absence of a moving body by processing the current image 
stored in the current image memory 13 and the output of the 
immediately-prior image memory 14 Which constitutes an 
image one frame prior to the current image; and moving 
body detection signals outputted by this movement judging 
part 15 are counted by a counting means 16, and the count 
value of this counting means 16 is outputted by an output 
device 17. 

The method used to judge the presence or absence of a 
moving body in the above conventional moving body count 
ing apparatus Will be described in greater detail beloW. 

FIG. 18 shoWs the image obtained by imaging a passing 
person. The reference numeral 92 refers to a current image 
stored in the current image memory 13, and 91 indicates the 
image one frame prior to the current image 92, i. e., the 
immediately-prior image stored in the immediately-prior 
image memory 14. In both of these images, a stationary 
image 82 is shoWn in the vicinity of the image 81 of the 
passing person in order to facilitate discrimination of the 
amount of movement of the image 81. The reference 
numeral 93 is the output of the movement judging part 15; 
and this output is an image (hereafter referred to as a 
“differential image”) Which is produced by taking the dif 
ferences in brightness betWeen the respective picture ele 
ments of the current image 92 and the immediately-prior 
image 91. In other Words, the output is an image Which has 
a differential region 94 (the area indicated by shading) in 
Which the brightness varies betWeen the current image 92 
and the immediately-prior image 91. Furthermore, in order 
to simplify the description, a region in Which there is no 
overlapping of images 81 of passing persons in the current 
image 92 and immediately-prior image 91 is shoWn as the 
differential region 94 in FIG. 18. In cases Where the area of 
the differential region 94 (portion indicated by shading) in 
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2 
the differential image 93 exceeds a prescribed threshold 
value, a passing person 20 is judged to be present by the 
movement judging part 15. Thus, in the system illustrated in 
FIG. 18, the aggregate of the video camera 11, A/D con 
verter 12, current image memory 13, immediately-prior 
image memory 14 and movement judging means 15 func 
tions as a moving body detection apparatus. Next, When a 
differential region 94 having an area exceeding the threshold 
value crosses a counting line 95 set Within the monitoring 
region 96, the counting means 16 performs a counting 
operation, and the result of this counting operation is out 
putted by the output device 17. 

HoWever, in the above conventional apparatus, the pres 
ence or absence of a passing person 20 is detected on the 
basis of a differential image 93 obtained by taking differ 
ences in brightness betWeen the current image 92 and 
immediately-prior image 91. Accordingly, if there are 
changes in the intensity of illumination in the area being 
imaged by the video camera 11 or the sensitivity caused by 
the automatic exposure adjustment function of the video 
camera 11 changes, then regions Where there is a change in 
brightness may be generated Within the monitoring region 
96 in spite of the fact that no image 81 of a passing person 
is present, and a detection signal indicative of a passing 
person 20 may be erroneously outputted. Accordingly, in 
such cases, the counting result outputted by the counting 
means 16 does not match actual conditions. 

Furthermore, in the apparatus described above, tWo image 
memories are required, i. e., a current image memory 13 and 
an immediately-prior image memory 14, Which respectively 
store the current image and an image one frame prior to the 
current image. Accordingly, it is disadvantageous in terms of 
cost. 

Moreover, in cases Where a plurality of moving bodies 20 
pass by each other in close proximity, it is difficult to 
separate and discriminate the respective passing persons 20 
as individuals at the instant at Which these persons pass by 
each other; this also loWers the precision of the count. 

In the prior art described above, the objectives of detec 
tion are passing persons 20. HoWever, it goes Without saying 
that similar problems arise in cases Where moving bodies 
such as automobiles traveling along a road, etc. are detected. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, the object of the present invention is to 
prevent any drop in the precision of detection caused by 
changes in the intensity of illumination in the area monitored 
by a video camera or changes in the automatic exposure 
adjustment function of the video camera. 

It is another object of the present invention to reduce the 
number of expensive image memories required. 

It is still another object of the present invention to make 
it possible to separate and discriminate moving bodies Which 
move in a complicated manner so that the moving bodies 
pass each other in close proximity. 

The objects of the invention are accomplished by a 
moving body detection method Which detects moving bod 
ies by processing image data for the moving bodies, and the 
method comprises: 

a process to calculate spatial phases in terms of a time 
series, said spatial phases being obtained by the opera 
tional formula tan'1 (AS/AC) or cot'1 (AC/AS) (Where 
AC is a Fourier cosine transformation and AS is a 
Fourier sine transformation) in a case Where image 
signals obtained as aggregates of picture elements on 
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the basis of picture element data constituting the image 
data are subjected to a spatial Fourier transformation in 
a direction Which is not perpendicular to the direction 
of movement of the moving bodies; and 

a process to detect the moving bodies on the basis of 
changes in the calculated spatial phase. 

In this method, since the spatial phase of each image 
signal obtained as an aggregate of picture elements changes 
as the moving body moves, the spatial phases are calculated 
as a time series; and the presence or absence of a moving 
body, as Well as the direction of movement of the moving 
body, can be detected by monitoring changes in this calcu 
lated spatial phase. 

The objects of the present inventions are further accom 
plished by a method characteriZed by the fact that “the 
aggregates of picture elements are respective blocks pro 
duced by dividing the image data into a plurality of lattice 
forms” in the method above, the presence or absence of 
blocks in Which the direction of change of the spatial phases 
is different is determined by examining the changes in the 
spatial phases of the image signals on a block by block basis. 
In this Way, moving bodies Which are passing by each other 
can be detected. 

In concrete terms, “brightness signals” may be used as the 
image signals obtained as aggregates of picture elements; 
alternatively, color signals may also be used. 

Furthermore, the objects of the present invention are 
accomplished by a moving body detection apparatus Which 
detects moving bodies by processing image data for the 
moving bodies, and the apparatus comprises: 

a spatial phase calculating means Which calculates spatial 
phases by means of the operational formula tan-1 
(AS/AC) or cots'1 (AC/AS) (Where AC is a Fourier 
cosine transformation and AS is a Fourier sine 
transformation) in a case Where image signals obtained 
as aggregates of picture elements on the basis of picture 
element data constituting the image data are subjected 
to a spatial Fourier transformation in a direction Which 
is not perpendicular to the direction of movement of the 
moving bodies; 

a spatial phase memory means Which successively stores 
the output of the spatial phase calculating means at 
prescribed time intervals; 

a spatial phase comparing means Which compares the 
output of the spatial phase calculating means With the 
output of the spatial phase memory means storing the 
prior output of the spatial phase calculating means; and 

a movement judging means Which judges the presence or 
absence of a moving body in the non-perpendicular 
direction in accordance With the output of the spatial 
phase comparing means. 

In the present invention, changes in the phases obtained 
by subjecting the image signals to a Fourier transformation, 
i. e., changes in the spatial phases, are utiliZed in order to 
detect moving bodies. Accordingly, even if there are changes 
in the intensity of illumination in the area monitored by the 
video camera or changes in sensitivity caused by the auto 
matic exposure adjustment function of the video camera, 
detection is unaffected by such changes. 

Furthermore, in the present invention, moving bodies 
passing by each other can be detected merely by checking 
for the presence or absence of blocks in Which the direction 
of change of the spatial phases is different. Accordingly, 
moving bodies passing by each other can be reliably sepa 
rated and detected merely by noting differences in the 
direction of change of the spatial phase. 
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4 
In addition, the invention presents a moving body detec 

tion apparatus Which is unaffected by changes in the inten 
sity of illumination in the area monitored by the video 
camera, etc. Furthermore, since the spatial phase memory 
means merely stores the spatial phases of image signals for 
respective aggregates of picture elements, there is no need 
for a large-capacity memory as in the case of an image 
memory; accordingly, the number of expensive image 
memories required can be reduced compared to conven 
tional systems, Which is advantageous in vieW of the manu 
facturing cost. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a ?rst embodi 
ment; 

FIG. 2 is a plan vieW of the installation of the video 
camera in the ?rst embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is an explanatory diagram Which illustrates the 
arrangement of the blocks obtained by dividing the images 
obtained from the video camera shoWn in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is a How chart Which illustrates the order of the 
calculations performed in order to determine spatial phases 
in the spatial phase calculating means; 

FIG. 5 is a schematic explanatory diagram illustrating the 
Fourier transformation performed in step ST3 of FIG. 4; 

FIG. 6(a) is a How chart Which illustrates the method used 
to determined the phase difference A6 betWeen spatial 
phases in the spatial phase comparing means shoWn in FIG. 
1, and FIG. 6(b) shoWs phase differences; 

FIG. 7 is a How chart Which illustrates the method used by 
the spatial phase comparing means shoWn FIG. 1 to judge 
the movements of images appearing in respective blocks; 

FIG. 8 illustrates hoW images of persons passing by each 
other are detected by the detection apparatus shoWn in FIG. 
1; 

FIG. 9 is an explanatory diagram Which shoWs the direc 
tion of variation of the spatial phases in respective blocks; 

FIG. 10 is a plan vieW shoWing a passing person, an object 
of detection, moving in a direction Which crosses the Y-axis; 

FIG. 11 is an explanatory diagram Which illustrates the 
overlapping of the edge portions of respective blocks in FIG. 

FIG. 12 is an explanatory diagram Which illustrates the 
setting of blocks constituting objects of processing in the 
vicinity of the counting line in the images obtained by means 
of the video camera shoWn in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 13 is an explanatory diagram Which illustrates the 
arrangement of video cameras in a case Where the present 
invention is used to survey traffic ?oW; 

FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram illustrating the processing 
of data in the traffic ?oW survey shoWn in FIG. 13; 

FIG. 15 is an explanatory diagram Which illustrates move 
ment direction vectors obtained by subjecting image signals 
to Fourier transform in tWo perpendicular axial directions; 

FIG. 16 is an overall image diagram illustrating the 
combination of images obtained from respective video cam 
eras in the traffic ?oW survey shoWn in FIG. 13; 

FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram of a conventional moving 
body counting apparatus; and 

FIG. 18 is a diagram illustrating a conventional moving 
body detection method Which uses differential images. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a moving body counting 
apparatus according to the present invention. 
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As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, a video camera 11 is installed 
above a passage 21 in a building, etc., so that the video 
camera 11 looks doWn on passing persons 20. 

The analog output of the video camera 11 is subjected to 
A/D conversion by an A/D converter 12, and the resulting 
output is stored in an image memory 23. The output of the 
image memory 23 is applied to a spatial phase calculating 
means 24. This spatial phase calculating means 24 divides 
the images stored in the image memory 23 into several 
hundred lattice-form blocks, subjects brightness signals (or 
color signals) constituting image signals obtained from the 
picture elements making up the respective blocks to a spatial 
Fourier transformation, and calculates the phases (referred 
to as “spatial phases” in the present speci?cation) resulting 
from the transformation. 

The output of the spatial phase calculating means 24 is 
separately applied to a spatial phase memory means 25 and 
a spatial phase comparing means 26. The spatial phase 
memory means 25 stores spatial phases indicated by signals 
successively outputted from the spatial phase calculating 
means 24, the spatial phases corresponding to an image 
Which is one frame prior to the current image stored by the 
image memory 23. Spatial phase changes for each block 
outputted by the spatial phase calculating means 24 and 
spatial phase memory means 25 are calculated by the spatial 
phase comparing means 26. 

Furthermore, a movement judging means 27 is provided 
Which judges the presence or absence of passing persons 20 
on the basis of the spatial phase changes outputted by the 
spatial phase comparing means 26. Moving body detection 
signals outputted by the movement judging means 27 pass 
through a position determining means 271 Which determines 
the center coordinates, etc. of the moving bodies and are 
counted by a counting means 28. The output of this counting 
means 28 is then outputted by an output device 29. 

The respective constituent parts of the counting apparatus 
shoWn in FIG. 1 Will be described in greater detail beloW. 

First, as described above, the image signals picked up by 
the video camera 11 are successively converted by the A/D 
converter 12 and stored in the image memory 23. 
Spatial Phase Calculating Means 24 

The images stored in the image memory 23 are processed 
by the spatial phase calculating means 24. 
As shoWn in FIG. 3, the spatial phase calculating means 

24 divides the images stored in the image memory 23 into 
L equal parts in the direction of the horiZontal X-axis, and 
M equal parts in the direction of the Y-axis Which is 
perpendicular to the X-axis, thus dividing the images into a 
total of L><M (L times M) blocks 31 arranged in the form of 
a lattice. In this embodiment, each overall image is divided 
into several hundred blocks 31, and the direction of the 
Y-axis is assumed to be the direction in Which the images of 
passing persons 20 move. 

It is desirable that the above-described L and M be set at 
values Which are such that the siZe of a passing person 20 be 
shoWn as several blocks to several tens of blocks. 

The spatial phase calculating means 24 further calculates 
the spatial phase and amplitude of the brightness signal in 
each of the numerous blocks 31 formed as described above. 
These calculations are performed by a computer (not shoWn) 
in accordance With the How chart shoWn in FIG. 4. 

Next, the method to calculate the spatial phases, etc., Will 
be described in detail. 

First, in step ST1, the mean brightness YA Within each 
block 31 is determined. More speci?cally, assuming that I 
columns of picture elements are lined up in the direction of 
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6 
the X-axis and J roWs of picture elements are lined up in the 
direction of the Y-axis Within each block 31, and that Yij- is 
the brightness of the picture element located in the i-th 
position in the direction of the X-axis and the j-th position 
in the direction of the -Y-axis; then the mean brightness YA 
can be determined using the folloWing equation: 

Mean brightness YA=(1/IJ)E-E-Y- Ill] (1) 

(Here, Zl- indicates the sum of i=1 through I, and 2]- indicates 
the sum of j=1 through J.) 

Accordingly, in step ST1 in FIG. 4, the computer per 
forms the calculation shoWn in the Equation 

Next, in step ST2, the relative brightness Zij- of the 
respective picture elements are determined. In particular, the 
mean brightness YA is subtracted from the brightness Yij- of 
each picture element, so that only the amount of variation of 
the brightness Yij- of each picture element With respect to the 
mean value is effective. Then, a WindoW function is applied 
to these amounts of variation, so that Weighting is applied 
Which takes into account the positions of the respective 
picture elements Within each block 31, thus determining the 
relative brightness Z”. This relative brightness Zij- can be 
expressed as folloWs in terms of a numerical formula: 

Relative brightness ZU=WU (YUPYA) (2) 

In the above formula, Wil- is a WindoW function Which is 
introduced in order to lessen the effect of brightness signals 
from the peripheral portions of each block 31 in vieW of the 
fact that such brightness signals have a loW reliability. For 
example, if this is shoWn only for the direction of the Y-axis, 
this function is such that values closer to the central portion 
of each block 31 increase, While values closer to the edge 
portions decrease, as shoWn in the left-hand portion of FIG. 
5. In concrete terms, a function given by the folloWing 
equation can be used: 

Wij=min (sin((i—O.5)-n/I), sin((j—O.5)-n/J)) (3) 

Here, the function “min” is de?ned by the folloWing equa 
tions: 

min(a, b)=a(Where aéb) (4)_A 

min(a, b)=b(Where a>b) (4)-B 

When the WindoW function Wij- is obtained, the calcula 
tion of Equation (2) can be accomplished more quickly if the 
WindoW function Wil- is actually determined as folloWs: i. e., 
instead of causing the computer to perform the calculation 
shoWn in Equation (3), the calculation results obtained for 
WindoW functions Wil- calculated for all i and j are stored in 
the memory of the computer as a table beforehand, and the 
values in the table are used for the calculation of Equation 

(2). 
Next, the relative brightness Zij- of Equation (2) deter 

mined in the step ST2 is subjected to a spatial Fourier 
transformation. 
Assuming that passing persons 20 are moving in the 

positive direction or negative direction along the Y-axis in 
FIG. 5, spatial phase changes Will occur in the direction of 
the Y-axis. Accordingly, the spatial Fourier transformation 
may be performed in the direction of the Y-axis. 

Here, As is the sin Wave component of the fundamental 
Wave of the spatial Fourier transformation, i. e., the spatial 
Fourier sine transformation; and Ac is the cos Wave com 
ponent of the fundamental Wave of the spatial Fourier 
transformation, i. e., the spatial Fourier cosine transforma 
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tion. The term “fundamental Wave of the spatial Fourier 
transformnation” refers to the sin Wave and cos Wave Where 
the length of 1 period is exactly equal to the above-described 
J. 

Accordingly, As and Ac are determined using the folloW 
ing equations: 

(6) 

In Equations (5) and (6), 2,- indicates the sum of i=1 through 
I, and 2]- indicates the sum of j=1 through J. 

The reason that the right-hand sides of the equations are 
divided by the mean brightness YA When As and Ac are 
determined in Equations (5) and (6) is that this makes it 
possible to determine As and Ac Without the results being 
affected by environmental conditions such as changes in the 
intensity of illumination in the area monitored by the video 
camera 11 or changes in sensitivity caused by the automatic 
exposure adjustment function of the video camera 11. In 
regard to the sin function and cos function in Equations (5) 
and (6), calculations can be accomplished more quickly by 
storing the calculation results for the sin function and cos 
function calculated for all i and j as a table in the memory 
of the computer beforehand, and using the values in this 
table for the calculations. 

Next, step ST4 in FIG. 4 is executed, so that the spatial 
phase 6 and amplitude AT of signals obtained by adding the 
relative brightness Zij- for all i are determined by means of 
the folloWing equations using As and AC obtained from the 
Equations (5) and (6): 

In the above, the theory by Which the spatial phases of 
brightness signals can be determined using the Equations 
(7)-A through (7)-C may be understood, for example, from 
the description in “Gaza Shari Oyo Gijutsu ” [“Applied 
Technology of Image Processing”] (edited by Hiroshi 
Tanaka, published by Kogyo Chousakai More 
speci?cally, on page 64 of this Work (line 6 from the bottom 
to line 5 from the bottom), it is indicated that “in the case of 
parallel movement of (a, b) With respect to an image f, F (the 
Fourier transformation) shoWs a phase change of exp {-Zni 
((au/M)+(bu/N))} . . . ”. It Will be understood that the 

“phase” in this description, i. e., the spatial phase, is the 6 
value determined by means of tan-1 of the ratio of the 
Fourier cosine transformation to the Fourier sine transfor 
mation. It Will be understood from this that the spatial phase 
has a correlation With the position of picture elements 
representing the image of a passing person Within each block 
31. 

Furthermore, spatial phases can also be determined using 
the calculation formula 6=cot_1 (Ac/As). 

Amplitude AT=(As2+Ac2)1/2 (8) 

Thus, the spatial phases 6 and amplitudes AT of brightness 
signals extracted from the picture elements appearing in the 
respective blocks 31 are determined for all of the blocks 31 
by the spatial phase calculating means 24 (see FIG. 1). 
Spatial Phase Memory Means 25 

The spatial phases 6 and amplitudes AT for all of the 
blocks 31 determined by the spatial phase calculating means 
24 are successively transmitted to the spatial phase memory 
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means 25 and spatial phase comparing means 26 at short 
time intervals and are processed by these parts. The spatial 
phase memory means 25, on the other hand, stores the 
spatial phases 6 and amplitudes AT (i. e., the output of the 
spatial phase calculating means 24) for all of the blocks 31 
obtained by the operational processing of the image one 
frame prior to the image currently output by the image 
memory 23. In other Words, it is suf?cient if the spatial phase 
memory means 25 has a capacity capable of storing the 
spatial phase 6 and amplitude AT for each of the several 
hundred blocks 31 into Which the image is divided. 
Accordingly, a memory such as the image memory 23, 
Which is expensive due to its large capacity, is not required 
in the case of this spatial phase memory means 25. Thus, in 
this embodiment, since only a single image memory 23 is 
required, the apparatus can be manufactured more inexpen 
sively than conventional systems requiring tWo image 
memories. 
Spatial Phase Comparing Means 26 

For each block 31, the spatial phase comparing means 26 
compares the spatial phase 6 outputted by the spatial phase 
calculating means 24 and the output of the spatial phase 
memory means 25, Which constitutes the corresponding 
spatial phase 6 obtained from the image 1 frame prior to the 
output of the spatial phase calculating means 24. The spatial 
phase comparing means 26 determines the amount of change 
in the spatial phase 6 over time, and the direction of the 
change, for each block 31. As a result, it can be judged hoW 
the images of passing persons 20 move Within each block 
31. In this judgment, information indicating the amplitude 
AT is also utiliZed in order to improve the precision of the 
judgment. 

The phase difference A6 constituting the amount of 
change in each spatial phase is calculated by the spatial 
phase comparing means 26 according to the How chart 
shoWn in FIG. 6(a) using the current spatial phase 6c 
outputted by the spatial phase calculating means 24 and the 
immediately-prior spatial phase 6p (Which is one frame prior 
to the current spatial phase) outputted by the spatial phase 
memory means 25. In the How chart shoWn in FIG. 6(a), 
processing is performed so that the absolute value of the 
phase difference A6 is kept Within at rad (180°). More 
speci?cally, as shoWn in FIG. 6(b), if it is con?rmed in step 
ST1 that the phase difference A6 is a ?rst phase difference 
74 Whose value is greater than at, a second phase difference 
75 obtained by subtracting 2st from this is re-stored as the 
phase difference A6 in step ST12. Furthermore, if it is 
con?rmed in steps ST11 and ST13 that the phase difference 
A6 is a third phase difference 76 Whose value is smaller than 
—J'|§, a fourth phase difference 77 obtained by adding 275 to 
this is re-stored as the phase difference A6 in step ST14. 

Next, a judgment as to Whether the image of a passing 
person 20 appearing in respective blocks is moving or not is 
made by the spatial phase comparing means 26 on the basis 
of the phase difference A6 (as the difference betWeen the 
output of the spatial phase calculating means 24 and the 
output of the spatial phase memory means 25), the amplitude 
AT currently outputted by the spatial phase calculating 
means 24 (hereafter referred to as the “current amplitude 
ATC”), and the amplitude AT determined from the image one 
frame prior to the image corresponding to the above current 
amplitude ATC, and stored in the spatial phase memory 
means 25 (hereafter referred to as the “immediately-prior 
amplitude ATP” . 

In other Words, the spatial phase comparing means 26 
judges the movements of images appearing in the respective 
blocks 31. Here, the processing action Will be described 
separately for respective image conditions. 
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In FIG. 7, in order to improve the precision of the 
detection of moving bodies, it is arranged so that the image 
is judged to be stationary through the successive steps ST31, 
ST32 and ST33 in cases Where the current amplitude ATC 
and immediately-prior amplitude ATP are small. More 
speci?cally, in cases Where both of the amplitudes ATC and 
ATP are small, this means that the brightness Within the 
block 31 in question is substantially uniform. Since there is 
a high probability that such a state is attributable to the ?oor 
surface, it is judged that the image is stationary, and no 
movement detection signal is outputted. Furthermore, in 
cases Where the current amplitude ATC is not small, but the 
immediately-prior amplitude ATP is small, then a judgment 
is made through the successive steps ST31, ST34 and ST35 
that the direction of movement of the image cannot be 
ascertained. In such cases as Well, hoWever, the fact that the 
image is moving is con?rmed, and information indicating 
this is sent to the movement judging means 27 (described 
later). Furthermore, the block 31 corresponding to this 
information is subjected to block grouping (described later) 
together With other adjacent blocks 31 (as a common group) 
in Which the direction of movement of the image has been 
con?rmed. 

(A) Case in Which an image Within a block 31 is station 
ary: 

In this case, the image is judged to be stationary through 
steps ST36 and ST33, and a signal indicating this judgment 
is outputted. 

(B) Case in Which an image Within a block 31 is moving 
in the positive direction along the Y-aXis (upWard in FIG. 3): 

In this case, steps ST36, ST37 and ST38 are performed, 
and a signal indicating that the image is moving in the 
direction of movement is outputted. 

(C) Case in Which an image Within a block 31 is moving 
in the negative direction along the Y-aXis (doWnWard in FIG. 
3): 

In this case, steps ST36, ST37 and ST39 are performed, 
and a signal indicating that the image is moving in the 
direction of movement is outputted. 

The processing of the steps ST31 through ST39 is per 
formed for all of the blocks 31, and signals indicating the 
above-described cases (A) through (C), etc., are transmitted 
to the movement judging means 27 (described later) for each 
of the blocks 31. 

The judgment precision can be improved if the judgments 
corresponding to the processing shoWn in the How chart in 
FIG. 7 are performed using fuZZy rules. 
Movement Judging Means 27 
When the direction of movement of images appearing in 

respective blocks 31 is determined for each block 31 by the 
spatial phase comparing means 26, the movement judging 
means 27 groups together blocks 31 Which are in close 
proXimity to each other and Which shoW a commonality in 
terms of the direction of movement of the images, thus 
created images of passing persons. Furthermore, the move 
ment judging means 27 checks the center coordinates and 
direction of movement, etc., of these images of passing 
persons. 
An eXample of the detection of passing persons 20 is 

shoWn in FIG. 9. 
Images of three passing persons 20a, 20b and 20c are 

shoWn in FIG. 9. The images of passing persons 20a and 20b 
are passing by each other in the positive and negative 
directions along the Y-aXis, While the image of the passing 
person 20c is moving in the positive direction along the 
Y-aXis through a position slightly removed from the area 
Where the images are passing by each other. 
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10 
The arroWs shoWn in the respective blocks 31 indicate the 

directions of movement of the images of passing persons 
20a, 20b and 20c appearing in the blocks 31. Accordingly, 
the orientation of the arroWs shoWn inside the respective 
blocks 31 in Which the images of passing persons 20a and 
20c appear indicates that the phase differences A0 found for 
these blocks are positive, While the orientation of the arroWs 
shoWn inside the respective blocks 31 in Which the image of 
the passing person 20b appears indicates that the phase 
differences A0 found for these blocks are negative. 

Accordingly, the movement judging means 27 recogniZes 
one group of blocks 31 Which are in close proXimity to each 
other and Which shoW the same direction of movement as the 
image of a single passing person 20a, etc. As a result, the 
presence of the passing person 20a is detected. MeanWhile, 
in regard to the images of passing persons 20a and 20b in 
FIG. 9, the movement judging means 27 notes that the phase 
differences A0 for these images are respectively positive and 
negative in spite of the fact that the images are in close 
proXimity to each other. Accordingly, it is seen that the 
movement judging means 27 can detect these images sepa 
rately as individual images. Thus, persons 201 and 202 
passing by each other in close proXimity as shoWn in FIG. 
8 can be separately detected as individuals; and as a result, 
the detection precision in such cases is improved compared 
to that seen in conventional systems. 

In cases Where images of passing persons 20a and 20b are 
moving in the same direction in close proXimity to each 
other, no positive-negative difference in the phase difference 
A0 is generated; thus, these images cannot be separately 
detected by the above method. In this case, hoWever, since 
the area of the images of the passing persons 20a and 20b (i. 
e., the number of blocks 31) required in order to shoW one 
passing person) and the Width in the direction of the X-aXis 
(number of blocks in the direction of the X-aXis), etc. are 
knoWn in advance, a plurality of persons moving in the same 
direction can be separated and detected as individuals by 
judging the siZe of the area, etc. 

Accordingly, in the embodiment above, the aggregate of 
the video camera 11, A/D converter 12, image memory 23, 
spatial phase calculating means 24, spatial phase memory 
means 25, spatial phase comparing means 26 and movement 
judging means 27 constitutes a moving body detection 
apparatus. 
Position Determining Means 271 
When a passing person 20 is detected by the movement 

judging means 27, the resulting signal is sent to the position 
determining means 271. 
The position determining means 271 determines the cen 

ter coordinates G of the group of blocks 31 in Which the 
image of a passing person 20 appears (i. e., the center 
coordinates of the image of the passing person), as Well as 
spatial phase variations consisting of the direction of move 
ment (i. e., the positive or negative value of the phase 
difference A0) and speed of movement (magnitude of the 
phase difference A0), etc. Furthermore, the position deter 
mining means 271 also determines the area and Width, etc. 
of the image. 
The center coordinates G are determined by, for instance, 

the folloWing method: In the blocks 31 belonging to the 
image of the passing person 20a in FIG. 9, Where Y1 is the 
order number (from the origin) of the block 31a Which is 
positioned furthest forWard in the direction of the Y-aXis, and 
Y2 is the order number of the block 31b Which is positioned 
furthest rearWard in the direction of the Y-aXis, the center 
coordinate YG in the direction of the Y-aXis is determined as, 
for eXample, “YG=((Y1+Y2)/2)”. Furthermore, Where X1 is 
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the order number (from the origin) of the block 31a Which 
is positioned furthest forward in the direction of the X-axis, 
and X2 is the order number of the block 31b Which is 
positioned furthest rearward in the direction of the X-axis, 
the center coordinate X6 in the direction of the X-axis is 
determined as, for example, “XG=((X1+X2)/2)”. 
Accordingly, the center coordinates G of the image of the 
passing person 20a are (XG, YG). 

The center coordinates G can also be determined as 
folloWs: Assuming that there are A blocks 31 (A being the 
number of the blocks) in Which the image of a passing 
person 20 appears, and that the coordinates of the a-th block 
31 are (Xa, Ya), then the center coordinates G (=XG, YG) can 
be determined as XG=(1/A)ZaXa, YG=(1/A)ZaYa. Here, Ea 
indicates the sum of a=1 through A. If the center coordinates 
G are determined using these equations, the precision of the 
calculated results is greatly improved compared to cases 
Where the previously described equations are used. 

Data such as the center coordinates G, etc. determined by 
the position determining means 271 are transmitted to the 
counting means 28. 
Counting Means 28 

The counting means 28 tracks the respective passing 
persons 20 on the basis of the data sent from the movement 
judging means 27, and When the center coordinates G 
coincide With a group of picture elements (corresponding to 
the “reference picture elements” described in claim 5) (see 
FIG. 9) indicating a counting line C that is pre-set in the 
overall image, then this is counted by the counting means 28. 
In other Words, the counting means 28 performs a counting 
operation Whenever the order number C (in the direction of 
the Y-axis from the origin) of the picture element group 
corresponding to the counting line C coincides With the 
center coordinates G. It Would also be possible to perform a 
counting operation Whenever the center coordinates pass the 
counting line C. 
Output Device 29 

The count that is outputted by the counting means 28 is 
sent to the output device 29. This count may then be 
displayed on a display, or may be outputted to the outside by 
the output device 29 using methods such as the transmission 
of data to other devices via an electrical interface, etc. 
An experiment Was performed in Which the movement of 

moving bodies detected by processing image data using the 
method described above, and it Was con?rmed that the 
results of the above-described processing shoWed highly 
precise agreements With the actual directions of movement 
and movement speeds of the moving bodies. In other Words, 
it Was experimentally con?rmed that the detection of mov 
ing bodies can be accomplished using phase variations in the 
fundamental Wave alone, Without using harmonic compo 
nents (sin and cos Waves Which are such that the length of 
a plurality of periods is equal to the above-described J) as 
described above. 

In the above embodiment, data indicating the brightness 
obtained from the images of passing persons 20 (2 relative 
brightness Zij) is subjected to a spatial Fourier transforma 
tion in the direction of the Y-axis, based on the assumption 
that passing persons 20 are moving in the direction of the 
Y-axis. HoWever, it has been also experimentally con?rmed 
that phase differences A6 constituting spatial phase varia 
tions in the direction of the Y-axis can be detected even in 
cases Where passing persons 20 move in a direction forming 
an angle of 60 degrees With the direction of the Y-axis. 

For the sake of convenience in description, the regions of 
adjacent blocks 31 in FIG. 3 are set so that there is no mutual 
overlapping of the blocks 31. In actuality, hoWever, regions 
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12 
are set in Which there is overlapping betWeen adjacent 
blocks 31 as shoWn in FIG. 11, and counting can be 
performed With high precision by including these overlap 
ping regions in the Fourier transformation. 

Moreover, the amount of processing required can be 
reduced by setting blocks 31 that are to be processed only in 
the vicinity of the counting line C set in the image as shoWn 
in FIG. 12. In some cases, it may be necessary to process 
only one roW of blocks 31 lined up in the direction of the 
X-axis. 

Another utiliZation of the moving body detection appa 
ratus of the present invention Will be described beloW. 

In cases Where the amount of traf?c How is to be inves 
tigated under conditions in Which passing persons 20 move 
in a complex manner, as in, for instance, station concourses 
and public squares, a plurality of video cameras 11a through 
11f are installed in the longitudinal and lateral directions in 
the ceiling, etc., over the area to be monitored. 

FIG. 14 shoWs a schematic diagram illustrating a case in 
Which traf?c How is investigated using respective video 
cameras 11a through 11]”. 
The data processing method used in this case is essentially 

the same as in the case described above With reference to 

FIG. 1. Here, A/D converters 12a through 12f, image 
memories 23a through 23f and spatial phase calculating 
means 24a through 24f are provided for the respective video 
cameras 11a through 11f, and all of the blocks obtained by 
dividing the images from the respective video cameras 1 Is 
through I if are subjected to the spatial Fourier transforma 
tions by the spatial phase calculating means 24a through 24f 
In this case, since the directions of movement of the passing 
persons are irregular, spatial Fourier transformations are 
performed in tWo directions, i. e., in the directions of the 
perpendicular X and Y axes, in each block, as shoWn in FIG. 
15. As a result, a phase difference lateral component AGx and 
a phase difference longitudinal component AGy Which con 
stitute the spatial phase variations in the tWo directions are 
determined, so that the directions of movement S, etc. of the 
passing persons can be judged. Then, overall data is, as 
shoWn in FIG. 16, completed by combining data 51a, 51b 
and 51c indicating spatial phase variations, etc., obtained 
from the respective spatial phase calculating means 24a 
through 24f, and this data is transmitted to a common spatial 
phase memory means 25 and spatial phase comparing means 
26. Accordingly, information indicating the spatial phases, 
etc. one frame prior to the current spatial phases calculated 
by the respective spatial phase calculating means 24a 
through 24f is stored in the common spatial phase memory 
means 25, and the output of this spatial phase memory 
means 25 and the outputs of the spatial phase calculating 
means 24a through 24f are processed by the spatial phase 
comparing means 26. AfterWard, processing is performed in 
the same manner as in the case in Which a single video 
camera 11 is installed, and the How of passing persons in the 
overall square, etc. Which is being monitored can be sur 
veyed by appropriate manipulation of the processed data. 

In FIG. 13, a plurality of video cameras 11a through 11f 
are used; hoWever, in cases Where the area to be monitored 
is comparatively small, it Would be possible to install a 
single video camera 11 and to calculate spatial phase dif 
ferences Aeand AGy in the directions of the X and Y axes for 
image signals obtained by means of this video camera 11. 

Moreover, in cases Where calculations using Fourier 
transformations are performed, the speed of the calculations 
can be increased by using a summing operation. 
Accordingly, a method using such a summing operation is 
employed for practical reasons. 






